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Abstract

Two-dimensional conformal field theories exhibit a universal free energy in

the high temperature limit T → ∞, and a universal spectrum in the Cardy

regime, ∆ → ∞. We show that a much stronger form of universality holds in

theories with a large central charge c and a sparse light spectrum. In these

theories, the free energy is universal at all values of the temperature, and the

microscopic spectrum matches the Cardy entropy for all ∆ ≥ c
6 . The same is true

of three-dimensional quantum gravity; therefore our results provide simple nec-

essary and sufficient criteria for 2d CFTs to behave holographically in terms of

the leading spectrum and thermodynamics. We also discuss several applications

to CFT and gravity, including operator dimension bounds derived from the mod-

ular bootstrap, universality in symmetric orbifolds, and the role of non-universal

‘enigma’ saddlepoints in the thermodynamics of 3d gravity.
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1 Introduction

In quantum gravity different energy scales do not decouple in the same way as in

standard effective field theory. Rather, as a consequence of diffeomorphism invariance,

the theory in the UV is heavily constrained by the IR. The same effect must occur

in conformal field theories (CFTs) with holographic duals. In this paper we explore

this connection in a class of 2d CFTs, where it is realized as invariance under large

conformal transformations of the theory on a torus, and provide a partial answer to
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the question of what data in the UV is fixed by the IR. The results agree with known

universal features of 3d gravity. The calculations are entirely within CFT and do not

assume holography.

The UV/IR connection leads to universality. A famous example in gravity is black

hole entropy: to leading order, every UV theory governed by the Einstein action at

low energies has the same high energy density of states, dictated by the Bekenstein-

Hawking entropy law S = Area/4GN . This is an IR constraint on the UV completion.

The area law has been derived in great detail for particular black holes in string theory

[1]. Yet it is often mysterious in these calculations why the final answer is simple and

universal, since the intermediate steps seem to rely on various UV details.

In AdS3 gravity, the black hole entropy agrees with the Cardy formula [2] for the

asymptotic density of states in any unitary, modular invariant 2d CFT [3]:

Sblack hole(EL, ER) = SCardy(EL, ER) ≡ 2π

√
c

6
EL + 2π

√
c

6
ER . (1.1)

The central charge takes the Brown-Henneaux value [4],

c =
3`

2GN

� 1 , (1.2)

where ` is the AdS radius, GN is Newton’s constant, and EL,R are the left- and right-

moving energies of the black hole (normalized so that the vacuum has EL = ER = − c
24

).

This is a more universal derivation of the black hole entropy that does not rely on all of

the microscopic details of the CFT. However, there is an important difference between

the black hole entropy and the Cardy formula. In general the Cardy formula only holds

in the Cardy limit

c fixed , EL,R →∞ , (1.3)

whereas the Bekenstein-Hawking entropy should hold in a semiclassical limit,

c→∞, EL,R ∼ c . (1.4)

Having an extended range of validity of the Cardy formula is a key feature that distin-

guishes holographic CFTs from the rest. Of course, in the explicit theories considered

in [1, 3], it is possible to check microscopically that the Cardy formula indeed applies

beyond its usual range, but in other cases such as the Kerr/CFT correspondence the
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Cardy formula is applied without a clear justification [5].

One aim of the present paper is to characterize the class of CFTs in which the

Cardy formula (1.1) extends to the regime (1.4). It is often stated that this should be

the case in a theory with a ‘large gap’ in operator dimensions above zero.1 We confirm

this intuition, give precise necessary and sufficient criteria, and identify the applicable

range of EL,R. The origin of the UV/IR connection in 2d CFT is modular invariance,

so this is our starting point. In terms of the partition function at inverse temperature

β, the modular S-transformation implies

Z(β) = Z(
4π2

β
) . (1.5)

The standard Cardy formula was derived by taking β → 0 in this formula, so it is valid

in the small-β limit at any value of c [2]. We will essentially repeat the analysis in the

limit c → ∞ with β held fixed. The result is the same formula for Z(β), but valid

in the large c limit at any value of β, under certain conditions on the light spectrum

in addition to the usual assumptions of unitarity and modular invariance. This is the

limit that applies to 3d black holes.

Constraints from modular invariance have been studied extensively in the simplified

settings of holomorphic CFT and rational CFT. In the holomorphic case, with only

left-movers, the partition function Z(τ) is a holomorphic function of the complexified

temperature τ . For a given central charge, the space of holomorphic partition functions

is finite dimensional, which yields powerful constraints. For example, the spectrum of

states with EL > 0 is uniquely fixed by the spectrum with EL ≤ 0, and there must be at

least one primary operator in the range − c
24
< EL ≤ c

24
+ 1. Similar statements apply

to other holomorphic objects such as BPS partition functions and elliptic genera in

supersymmetric theories (see for example [6, 7, 8, 9]). Far less is known about modular

invariance in non-holomorphic theories. For some rational CFTs, the solutions of (1.5)

can be classified explicitly [10]. For general non-rational partition functions, one of

the only tools beyond the Cardy formula is the modular bootstrap [11], in which (1.5)

is expanded order by order around the self-dual temperature β = 2π. We use our

methods to reproduce and clarify some results of the bootstrap in section 2.5. This

1Not to be confused with another common statement that it may apply when there is a ‘small gap’
above the black hole threshold (discussed for example in [5]) suggesting a long string picture. We will
not address this latter criterion.
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indicates that a large c expansion may be a useful way to organize the constraints of

modular invariance on non-holomorphic partition functions.

This is similar in spirit to recent efforts to derive universal features of entanglement

entropy [12, 13, 14, 15] and gravitational interactions [16] at large c. In fact, since

the second Renyi entropy of two disjoint intervals can be conformally mapped to the

torus partition function at zero angular potential, the entanglement entropy is directly

related. Most of the entanglement calculations rely on a small interval expansion, but

our results do not, so this rules out the possibility of missing saddlepoints in the second

Renyi entropy discussed in [12, 17]. Under what conditions universality holds for higher

genus partition functions (or higher Renyi entropies) is an important open question.

1.1 Summary of results

Operators in a unitary 2d CFT are labeled by their left and right conformal weights

(h, h̄) with h, h̄ ≥ 0 . If we put the theory on a circle of length 2π, the operator-state

correspondence associates to each operator a state with energies

EL = h− c

24
, ER = h̄− c

24
(1.6)

and total energy

E = EL + ER = ∆− c

12
. (1.7)

In section 2 we study the partition function for zero angular potential,

Z(β) =
∑

e−βE . (1.8)

It is convenient to classify states as light, medium, or heavy :

light : − c

12
≤ E ≤ ε , medium : ε < E <

c

12
, heavy : E ≥ c

12
, (1.9)

for some small positive number ε that is eventually taken to zero in the large c limit.

We show that the free energy is fixed up to small corrections by the light spectrum.

If in addition we also assume that the spectrum of light states is sparse, by which we

mean that it is bounded as

ρ(E) = exp[S(E)] . exp
[
2π
(
E +

c

12

)]
, E ≤ ε (1.10)
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)
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S bounded

Figure 1: Universality in CFT with large c and a sparse light spectrum. (a) Canonical
Ensemble: The dashed line (βLβR = 4π2) separates high temperatures from low tem-
peratures; in gravity, this would be the Hawking-Page phase transition. We show that
the leading free energy is universal and equal to the Cardy value outside of the shaded
sliver, and conjecture that this also holds in the sliver. (b) Spectrum: The density of
light states in the hatched region is bounded above by the sparseness assumption. We
show that the density of states obeys the Cardy formula above the solid curve, and
conjecture that this is true above the dashed curve (ELER = (c/24)2). In the enigma
range, the entropy is not universal, but satisfies an upper bound that prevents the
enigma states from dominating the canonical ensemble.

then at large c the free energy is universal to leading order :

logZ(β) =
c

12
max

(
β,

4π2

β

)
+O(c0) . (1.11)

There is a phase transition at β = 2π. Furthermore the microscopic spectrum satisfies

the Cardy formula for all heavy states,

S(E) ∼ 2π

√
c

3
E (E ≥ c

12
) . (1.12)
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The medium-energy regime does not have a universal entropy, but it is bounded by

S(E) .
πc

6
+ 2πE (ε < E <

c

12
) . (1.13)

The medium-energy states never dominate the canonical ensemble and therefore do

not affect the leading free energy.

The heavy states are holographically dual to stable black holes. The non-universal

entropy at medium energies is related to the fact that in 3d gravity, black holes in

this range are thermodynamically unstable. In fact, the leading order spectrum of

3d gravity plus matter (or gravity on AdS3 × X) in this range is also non-universal,

because in addition to the usual BTZ black holes there can be entropically dominant

‘enigmatic’ black holes [18, 19]. These solutions, discussed in section 4, obey the bound

(1.13).

In section 3 we repeat the analysis for non-zero angular potential, which means

we introduce βL and βR. The partition function at finite temperature and angular

potential is

Z(βL, βR) =
∑

e−βLEL−βRER . (1.14)

The results are more intricate but qualitatively similar, and summarized in figure 1.

In the quadrants βL, βR > 2π and βL, βR < 2π, the free energy is universal assuming a

sparse light spectrum (1.10). If we further restrict the mixed density of states as

ρ(EL, ER) . exp

[
4π

√
(EL +

c

24
)(ER +

c

24
)

]
(EL < 0 or ER < 0) , (1.15)

then we can show that the universal behavior

logZ(βL, βR) =
c

24
max

(
βL + βR,

4π2

βL
+

4π2

βR

)
+O(c0) (1.16)

extends to the rest of the (βL, βR) plane outside of a small sliver near the line βLβR =

4π2. The universal features of the free energy lead to corresponding universal features

of the entropy S(EL, ER); it equals SCardy(EL, ER) at high enough energies, and is

bounded above in the intermediate range (see figure 1b). The derivation of the free

energy is an iterative procedure that gradually eliminates larger portions of the (βL, βR)

plane. The sliver shown in the figure is what remains after three iterations, but we

conjecture that more iterations would show that the free energy is universal for all
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βLβR 6= 4π2. If so, then the Cardy entropy formula holds for all ELER >
(
c

24

)2
.

The detailed comparison to 3d gravity is made in section 4. Finally in section 5

we compare our results to symmetric orbifold CFTs, since certain symmetric orbifolds

are known to have holographic duals. We show that all symmetric orbifolds have free

energy that satisfies (1.16) at all temperatures. We also show that the leading behavior

of the density of states is completely universal for all symmetric orbifold theories, and

saturates the bounds (1.10), (1.13) and (1.15). In this sense, symmetric orbifolds have

the maximally dense spectrum compatible with 3d gravity.

2 The large c partition function

2.1 Setup

We begin by analyzing the constraints of modular invariance on the partition function

at zero angular potential, βL = βR = β. Modular invariance requires

Z(β) = Z(β′) , β′ ≡ 4π2

β
. (2.1)

We denote the light states by L, and the medium and heavy states by H,

L = {E ≤ ε} , H = {E > ε} , (2.2)

and define the corresponding contributions to the partition function and its dual in the

obvious way,

Z[L] =
∑
L

e−βE Z[H] =
∑
H

e−βE (2.3)

Z ′[L] =
∑
L

e−β
′E Z ′[H] =

∑
H

e−β
′E .

Clearly the full partition function is

Z(β) = Z[L] + Z[H] = Z ′[L] + Z ′[H] . (2.4)
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2.2 Free energy

Let us first discuss to what extent the light spectrum determines the free energy. As

pointed out in the introduction, in the holomorphic case, it is completely determined

by L. In the non-holomorphic case, clearly for very small temperature it is given by

the light states, or more precisely, by the vacuum. For very high temperature we know

from the usual Cardy formula that the behavior is again determined by the vacuum

via modular invariance. We want to investigate what we can say about intermediate

temperatures assuming that we know L completely.

We can express modular invariance as

Z[L]− Z ′[L] = Z ′[H]− Z[H] . (2.5)

In a first step we want to bound Z[H]. Assume β > 2π. Then

Z[H] =
∑
E>ε

e(β′−β)Ee−β
′E ≤ e(β′−β)ε Z ′[H] . (2.6)

Therefore we have

− Z ′[H](1− e(β′−β)ε) ≥ Z[H]− Z ′[H] . (2.7)

Using modular invariance,

Z ′[H] ≤ (1− e(β′−β)ε)−1(Z ′[H]− Z[H]) (2.8)

= (1− e(β′−β)ε)−1(Z[L]− Z ′[L]) ≤ (1− e(β′−β)ε)−1Z[L] ,

so in total we have

Z[H] ≤ e(β′−β)ε

1− e(β′−β)ε
Z[L] . (2.9)

So for β > 2π we have for the free energy

logZ[L] ≤ logZ ≤ logZ[L]− log(1− e(β′−β)ε) . (2.10)

By modular invariance we obtain an analogous expression for β < 2π.

The two inequalities in (2.10) tell us that the free energy of a theory differs from the

contribution of the light states only within a universal range which does not depend

on the theory. Crucially however this error is not bounded uniformly in β. The closer
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the temperature is to the self-dual point (and the smaller we choose ε for that matter),

the bigger an error we make. For β = β′ in particular we can only give a lower bound

for the free energy.

Let us now consider families of CFTs depending on the central charge c, and in-

vestigate the limit of large c. From (2.10) we can obtain the free energy of this family

as

logZ(β) =

 logZ[L] +O(1) : β > 2π

logZ ′[L] +O(1) : β < 2π
(2.11)

in the limit c → ∞. We stress again that the error is not uniform in β: for large but

finite c, we can always find β close enough to 2π so that the O(1) term is potentially

of the same order as the light state contribution.

This result is particularly powerful in a theory where the Z[L] is dominated by the

vacuum state. In this case

logZ(β) =

 c
12
β +O(1) : β > 2π

π2c
3β

+O(1) : β < 2π
. (2.12)

It is straightforward to see that this holds if and only if

log

1 +
∑

0<∆≤c/12+ε

e−β∆

 = O(1) , (2.13)

for β > 2π. Allowing for o(c) corrections to the free energy, we can also choose to take

ε→ 0 in the large c limit (for example ε ∼ e−α
√
c for some α > 0), and the conclusion

is that the free energy is universal if and only if the density of light states satisfies2

ρ(E) . exp
[
2π(E +

c

12
)
]

(E ≤ ε) . (2.14)

2.3 Spectrum

Let us now discuss what we can learn about the heavy spectrum of the theory from

(2.12). Thermodynamically this means we are interested in the entropy S(E). This

2Approximation symbols are used with precise definitions: x ∼ y means limx/y = 1, x ≈ y means
lim log x

log y = 1, and depending on the context, inequalities x . y mean limx/y ≤ 1 if x = O(c) (for

example a free energy) or lim log x
log y ≤ 1 for exponential quantities (partition functions).
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we can obtain by performing the standard Legendre transform from F (β) to E(S).

By the usual arguments, F (β) fixes E(S) completely, so naively we could expect that

(2.12) gives the leading c behavior of S(E). It turns out that is not the case, and that

subleading corrections to F can give large c corrections to S(E), so that we can only

fix the leading order behavior of S(E) in a certain range of E.

To see this more concretely, we compute the thermodynamic energy

E(β) = −∂β logZ =

 − c
12

+O(1) : β > 2π

π2c
3β2 +O(1) : β < 2π

. (2.15)

and thermodynamic entropy

S(β) = (1− β∂β) logZ =

 O(1) : β > 2π

2π2c
3β

+O(1) : β < 2π
. (2.16)

We see that at β = 2π, E jumps from − c
12

to c
12

. For finite c of course E has to be

regular. What this means is that a small change of order O(1) in logZ at β ∼ 2π will

produce a change of order c in E. This is the flip side of (2.10) which tells us that we

should only trust our approximations if β is far enough from the self-dual temperature.

For the microcanonical density of states, this means that we should only trust our

approximation if E is in the stable region > c
12

. In that case we get the expected

Cardy behavior

S(E) ∼ 2π

√
c

3
E (E >

c

12
) . (2.17)

This entropy was obtained from thermodynamics, but it also holds for the microscopic

density of states,

ρ(E) ≈ eS(E) . (2.18)

This is expected since c → ∞ behaves like a thermodynamic limit, but as usual it

requires some averaging to make precise. The details are relegated to appendix A.
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2.4 Subleading saddles and the enigmatic range

For reasons that will be clear when we compare to 3d gravity, we refer to the medium-

energy states

0 < E <
c

12
(2.19)

as the ‘enigmatic’ range. The saddlepoint that dominates the partition function at

large c never falls in this range, so S(E) is not universal. We can, however, easily

derive an upper bound. Setting β = 2π in the expression Z(β) > ρ(E)e−βE gives

S(E) .
πc

6
+ 2πE . (2.20)

This holds universally in theories obeying (2.13). We have not found a universal lower

bound — in particular, our results and the results in [11, 20] seem to be compatible

with the possibility that there are no primary states within this range — but modular

invariance suggests a lower bound may hold in many theories. To see this, write the

contribution of heavy states to the partition function as

Z[H] = Z ′[L] +
(
Z ′[H]− Z[L]

)
. (2.21)

For β > 2π, the terms in parentheses dominate. Still, there is a contribution to the

first term from the vacuum state,

Z[H] = e
c
12
β′ + · · · . (2.22)

If the heavy spectrum is precisely tuned so the dominant terms in parentheses cancel

this contribution, then Z[H] is completely unknown. If on the other hand we assume

this cancellation does not happen then we expect a corresponding contribution to the

density of states, S(E) ∼ 2π
√

c
3
E+ · · · . This suggests that in generic theories without

fine tuning the entropy in the enigmatic range also satisfies a lower bound,

2π

√
c

3
E . S(E) .

πc

6
+ 2πE (0 < E <

c

12
) . (2.23)

As we will see in section 5, there are theories which saturate the upper bound of

(2.23). We can also construct leading order partition functions which saturate the lower

bound: Take for instance the partition function whose light spectrum only contains the
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vacuum representation, and whose heavy state contribution is given by Z[H] := Z ′[L]+

subleading. We do not know of any examples which have fewer medium states than

this. This certainly does not constitute a proof, and it may be possible to evade the

lower bound if the heavy spectrum can be arranged to produce delicate cancellations

with the light spectrum.

2.5 Operator bounds

As mentioned in the introduction, the light spectrum of general CFTs can also be

constrained by the modular bootstrap. The idea of the modular bootstrap is to expand

the partition function around the self-dual temperature β = 2π and then check (1.5)

order by order. In [11], this technique was used to lowest order to prove that every

CFT has a state with scaling dimension ∆1 = EL + ER + c
12
≤ c

6
+ 0.474 . . . . Other

arguments such as extrapolating the result for holomorphic CFTs suggest that a tighter

bound ∆1 ∼ c
12

may be possible. A more systematic numerical analysis of the modular

bootstrap at relatively large values of c in [20] reproduces however the same asymptotic

result,

∆1 .
c

6
. (2.24)

In our approach, this bound follows immediately from the fact that (2.17) is reliable

microscopically. Here the reason that the bound is c
6

and not c
12

is that the states

with c
12
< ∆ < c

6
never dominate the canonical ensemble. Our uncertainty about the

medium-energy states (2.20) thus translates exactly into an uncertainty about the best

possible bound.

States above the lightest primary were incorporated into the modular bootstrap

in [21]. Based on the pattern observed numerically, it was conjectured that there are

actually an exponentially large number of primaries at or below ∆ ∼ c
6

as c → ∞,

specifically [21]

logNprimaries(∆ .
c

6
) &

πc

6
. (2.25)

For theories with a sparse light spectrum, the stronger bound

logNCardy
primaries(∆ .

c

6
) ∼ πc

3
(2.26)

follows from our results, since in this case the Cardy regime extends to ∆ ∼ c
6
. However,

by adding a large number of light states to a sparse light spectrum we can push up
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the Cardy regime. Adding for example πc
6

(1 +α) light states at just below E = 0 with

α > 0, the free energy is universal only for β < 2π(1− α). It then follows that (2.17)

is valid only for E > c
12

(1− α)−2, so that it falls beyond the range of (2.25).

Let us therefore drop our assumption on the light spectrum and see how this relaxes

the bound (2.26). We showed that

Z[H] ≈ Z ′[L] (β < 2π) . (2.27)

From this we would like to extract information about the microscopic density of states

at E . c
12

. The associated energy is

E(β) ≡ −∂β logZ[H] ≈ 4π2

β2
∂β′ logZ ′[L] . (2.28)

Since Z ′[L] has contributions only from − c
12
≤ E . 0,

∂β′ logZ ′[L] ∈ [0,
c

12
] . (2.29)

It follows from (2.28) that as β → 2π, the energy E(β) must fall in the range [0, c
12

]

up to subleading corrections. Since Z[H] only has contributions from E > 0, it follows

that the dominating contribution E0 must satisfy

0 . E0 .
c

12
, S(E0)− 2πE0 ∼ logZ ′[L] &

πc

6
, (2.30)

where the lower bound in the last inequality is the contribution of the vacuum. The

lowest S(E0) is achieved by assuming the dominant contribution comes from around

E0 ∼ 0, so

S(E0) &
πc

6
. (2.31)

The distinction between counting states and counting primaries does not matter to

leading order in c, so this is a derivation of (2.25).
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3 Angular potential

Let us introduce the partition function with different left- and right-moving tempera-

tures,

Z(βL, βR) = Tr e−βLEL−βRER . (3.1)

We take βL and βR to be real, which corresponds to a real angular potential proportional

to βL − βR, and assume that the partition function is invariant under real modular

transformations,

Z(βL, βR) = Z(β′L, β
′
R) , β′L =

4π2

βL
, β′R =

4π2

βR
. (3.2)

This transformation at real temperatures is a consequence of modular invariance on

the Euclidean torus.3 Since we will rely on positivity, it is not straightforward to apply

our argument directly to complex angular potential or to a chemical potential.

The strategy to derive a universal free energy involves an iterative procedure, with

results summarized in figure 2. First, we use the results of section 2 to compute the

free energy in the quadrants βL,R > 2π and βL,R < 2π. This is then translated into

new constraints on the microsopic spectrum, and used to extend the universal free

energy to a larger range of (βL, βR). This is iterated three times. The unknown range

(the white sliver in figure 2) appears to shrink further with more iterations, so we

conjecture that the universal behavior actually extends to the full phase diagram away

from βLβR = 4π2.

3.1 High and low temperature partition function

We will first discuss the regime where both temperatures βL, βR are either high or low.

This is the region labeled ‘first iteration’ in figure 2. It turns out that the constraints

on the light states imposed in section 2 are enough to ensure universal behavior in this

regime. From eqs (2.20) we know that the large c density of states of such a theory is

3In Euclidean signature, the angular potential is imaginary, and Z(τ, τ̄) = Z(−1/τ,−1/τ̄) with
τ = iβL

2π complex and τ̄ = τ∗. We may view Z(τ, τ̄) as a holomorphic function on a domain in
C2, with τ and τ̄ independent complex numbers. The function f(τ, τ̄) = Z(τ, τ̄) − Z(−1/τ,−1/τ̄)
is also holomorphic, and vanishes for τ̄ = τ∗. The Weierstrass preparation theorem implies that
the vanishing locus of a holomorphic function must be specified (at least locally) by a holomorphic
equation W (τ, τ̄) = 0. Since τ̄ − τ∗ = 0 is not holomorphic, it follows that f = 0.
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First iteration
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6 Π

βL

βR

Figure 2: Derivation of universal free energy at finite angular potential. We apply an
iterative procedure to derive the universal free energy in larger and larger portions of
the phase diagram. The shaded regions show the universal regions derived from the
first three iterations. After three iterations the universal range encompasses all (βL, βR)
away from the white sliver.

bounded by

ρ(EL, ER) ≤ ρ(EL + ER) . exp
(πc

6
+ 2π(EL + ER)

)
. (3.3)

Therefore for βL,R > 2π, the total exponent in the partition function

∑
EL,ER

ρ(EL, ER)e−βLEL−βRER (3.4)

is bounded above by

πc

6
+ 2π(EL + ER)− βLEL − βRER .

c

24
(βL + βR) . (3.5)
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This implies that the vacuum exponentially dominates over other contributions to (3.1)

at low temperatures,

Z(βL, βR) ≈ exp
[ c

24
(βL + βR)

]
(βL,R > 2π) . (3.6)

By modular invariance, we then immediately obtain at high temperatures

Z(βL, βR) ≈ exp

[
π2c

6

(
1

βL
+

1

βR

)]
(βL,R < 2π) . (3.7)

3.2 Spectrum

Just as in section 2, the free energies (3.6) and (3.7) lead to corresponding statements

about the microscopic spectrum. The thermodynamic energies derived from this par-

tition function are

EL,R = −∂βL,R logZ ∼


π2c

6β2
L,R

βL,R < 2π

0 βL,R > 2π
(3.8)

and the thermodynamic entropy is

S = (1− βL∂βL − βR∂βR) logZ ∼ π2c

3

(
1

βL
+

1

βR

)
. (3.9)

Legendre transforming to the microcanonical ensemble, this implies the Cardy behavior

S(EL, ER) ∼ 2π

√
c

6
EL + 2π

√
c

6
ER , (EL,R >

c

24
) . (3.10)

It is straightforward to prove using the method of appendix A that this Legendre

transform is an accurate calculation of the microscopic density of states. For states

outside the range (3.10), we can again only give an upper bound. The condition

ρ(EL, ER)e−βLEL−βRER ≤ Z(βL, βR) (3.11)

gives the constraint:

S(EL, ER) .
πc

6
+ 2π(EL + ER) (all EL,R) (3.12)
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S(EL, ER) .
πc

12
+ 2πEL + 2π

√
c

6
ER (ER >

c

24
, all EL) (3.13)

and similarly for L↔ R.

3.3 Mixed temperature regime

Let us now turn to the regime where one temperature is high and the other is low.

The situation here is more complicated, but we will derive universal behavior for part

of this range. For this purpose however (2.14) is no longer good enough, and we need

to replace it by something stronger. To this end it is useful to change the definition of

‘light’ and ‘heavy’ states

L : EL < 0 or ER < 0 , H : ER > 0 and EL > 0 . (3.14)

The partition function is given by

Z(βL, βR) = Z[L] + Z[H] (3.15)

where the notation Z[· · · ] means the contribution to Z(βL, βR) from the range specified

in (3.14). Our strategy is then the same as in section 2: We first impose constraints on

the growth of the light states in such a way that their total contribution to leading order

is still given by the vacuum contribution, and then check if this is enough to ensure

that the full phase diagram is universal, or if the heavy states can make non-universal

contributions. For the first step we want to make sure that

Z[L] ≈ exp
[ c

24
(βL + βR)

]
(3.16)

for βLβR > 4π2. This is the case if the growth of the light states is bounded by

ρ(EL, ER) . exp

[
4π

√
(EL +

c

24
)(ER +

c

24
)

]
(EL < 0 or ER < 0) . (3.17)

To see this, we require ρ(EL, ER) ≤ e
c
24

(βL+βR)+βLEL+βRER and then optimize over

βL,R in the range βLβR > 4π2. This guarantees that the light states give a universal

contribution to the free energy. Next we want to check if Z[H] is subleading in this

range. For concreteness let us take βL > β′R > 2π. The other case can be obtained by
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exchanging L ↔ R. We then need to bound Z[H], and optimally we would hope to

find the analogue of (2.9), which would ensure that the heavy states never dominate in

this regime. Assuming only (3.17), we show in appendix B the slightly weaker result

Z[H] . exp
[πc

12
+

c

24
β′R

]
. (3.18)

Unlike the case of zero angular potential, this is not enough to derive a universal free

energy for all temperatures, as it is not dominated by (3.16) in the entire range we

are considering. We do, however, find universal behavior in the range where Z[H] �
exp

[
c

24
(βL + βR)

]
, i.e., for βL > 2π + β′R − βR, in which case indeed

Z(βL, βR) = Z[L] + Z[H] ≈ exp
[ c

24
(βL + βR)

]
. (3.19)

In total we get

logZ(βL, βR) ∼ c

24
max(βL + βR, β

′
L + β′R) (βL, βR) /∈ S2 . (3.20)

The sliver around βLβR = 4π2,

S2 = {βL < 2π + β′R − βR, βR < 2π}+ L↔ R + βL,R ↔ β′L,R , (3.21)

is the regime where the heavy states can contribute so that the free energy is not fixed

so far. This extends the previous results to the region labeled ‘second iteration’ in

figure 2.

Turning to the microscopic spectrum, by the usual argument we obtain

S(EL, ER) ∼ SCardy(EL, ER) (0 < ER <
c

24
, EL > g0(ER)) (3.22)

g0(ER) ≡ ER −
c

24
+

c2

576ER
+

c
24
− ER√
6ER/c

. (3.23)

We can also place an upper bound on a certain range where one energy is large and

the other is small. Let 0 < ER < c
24

. In the inequality ρ(EL, ER)e−βLEL−βRER < Z,

choose

βR =
π
√
c√

6ER
, β′L = 2π + βR − β′R (3.24)
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which falls in the regime where (3.20) is applicable. This implies

S(EL, ER) . g1(ER)EL + g2(ER) (0 < ER <
c

24
, EL > 0) (3.25)

where

g1(ER) =
2π
√
cER√

24( c
24
− ER) +

√
cER

, g2(ER) =
πc

12
+

πc

24
√

6ER/c
+ π

√
c

6
ER . (3.26)

We can now perform another step in our iteration. Although the free energy is not

universal inside the sliver S2, (3.18) still imposes an upper bound, which we can use to

give a stronger bound on the microscopic spectrum. The modular transform of (3.18)

implies

Z . exp
[πc

12
+

c

24
βR

]
(2π < βR < β′L < 2π + βR − β′R) . (3.27)

Requiring ρ < ZeβRER+βLEL and minimizing over βL, we find

ρ(EL, ER) . exp

[
πc

12
+

c

24
βR +

4π2

2π + βR − β′R
EL + βRER

]
, (3.28)

for any βR > 2π. The optimal bound is obtained by minimizing this expression over

βR. This involves solving a quartic equation, so this step is performed numerically.

However it is straightforward to see analytically that for ER = 0, this implies the

asymptotic behavior

ρ(EL, 0) . exp

[
2π

√
c

6
EL

]
(EL →∞) , (3.29)

which is stronger than any of our previous bounds. When we apply this bound on the

spectrum to the free energy, it reduces the size of the unknown range to a smaller sliver

S3, as shown in the ‘third iteration’ of figure 2 where S3 is the white region. The range

of energies where the Cardy formula applies to the microsopic spectrum becomes very

close to the line ELER = (c/24)2, as is shown in figure 1b.

One can of course continue with this procedure iteratively. We conjecture that the

sliver would collapse onto the line βLβR = 4π2. That is, we expect (but have not

shown) that the leading free energy is universal everywhere away from the self-dual

line,

logZ(βL, βR) ∼ c

24
max(βL + βR, β

′
L + β′R) (βLβR 6= 4π2) . (3.30)
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In this case, using ρ(EL, ER) ≤ ZeβLEL+βRER with (3.30) and optimizing the bound

over βL,R implies

S(EL, ER) . 4π

√(
EL +

c

24

)(
ER +

c

24

)
, (3.31)

for all EL,R > − c
24

. Moreover, repeating the arguments in section 3.2, we can transform

(3.30) to the microcanonical ensemble to get

S(EL, ER) ∼ SCardy(EL, ER) , for ELER >
c2

576
. (3.32)

The usual arguments (see appendix A) imply that this expression is accurate in the

microcanonical ensemble to leading order in 1/c.

4 Comparison to 3d gravity

Black holes provide UV data about quantum gravity, such as the approximate den-

sity of states at high energy. Since their thermodynamics is determined by the low

energy effective action, this means that any UV completion of quantum gravity shares

a number of universal features. In this section we will review some of the well known

universal features of 3d gravity, and show that they correspond exactly to the universal

properties of 2d CFT at large c derived above.

4.1 Canonical ensemble

Any theory of gravity+matter in AdS3 has (at least) two competing phases at finite

temperature: the BTZ black hole [22, 23] and a thermal gas. The black hole action is

[24]

logZBH =
π2c

6

(
1

βL
+

1

βR

)
, (4.1)

where c = 3`/2GN , with ` the AdS radius and GN Newton’s constant. The thermal

gas is the same classical solution as empty AdS but in a different quantum state. Its

classical action is that of global AdS,

logZtherm =
c

24
(βL + βR) . (4.2)
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Both of these classical solutions obey the same finite-temperature boundary condition,

and in the canonical ensemble the partition function is a sum over such saddlepoints.

Therefore, Zgrav(β) ≈ e−IBTZ + e−Itherm + · · · with I the Euclidean action, and we find

logZgrav(βL, βR) ≈ max (logZBH , logZtherm) . (4.3)

There is a Hawking-Page phase transition at βL + βR = β′L + β′R [24, 25, 26].

In principle, other saddlepoints should also be included. Even without matter

fields, there is an infinite family of Euclidean solutions in pure gravity known as the

SL(2, Z) black holes. These are obtained from the Lorentzian black hole by the analytic

continuation to imaginary angular potential,

τ =
iβL
2π

, τ̄ = −iβR
2π

, (4.4)

followed by the SL(2, Z) transformation τ → aτ+b
cτ+d

. The resulting action is

logZ = −iπc
12

(
aτ + b

cτ + d
− aτ̄ + b

cτ̄ + d

)
. (4.5)

Maximizing this expression over SL(2, Z) images leads to an intricate Euclidean phase

diagram with an infinite number of phases tessellating the upper half τ -plane [6, 24, 27].

However, in Lorentzian signature, βL,R are real and cosmic censorship imposes βL,R ≥ 0.

This translates under analytic continuation into

|Re τ | ≤ Im τ . (4.6)

Within this range, the dominant phase is either Euclidean BTZ or thermal AdS. In

other words, when we compute the free energy for real angular potential, these are

the only two dominant phases in pure gravity. Allowing for matter fields could lead

to new saddlepoints, but we do not know of any example where the new saddlepoints

dominate the canonical ensemble.

At zero angular potential, the gravity result (4.3) precisely agrees with our CFT

result (2.12) for all values of the temperature. At finite angular potential, the gravity

formula was derived from CFT for all βL,R except within the sliver discussed in section

3.3. This can be viewed as a prediction that in any theory of gravity+matter, BTZ or

thermal AdS is indeed the dominant saddlepoint (at least outside the sliver).
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4.2 BTZ black holes in the microcanonical ensemble

The known phases of 3d gravity in the microcanonical ensemble are much richer. In

addition to BTZ black holes, there are other bulk solutions with O(c) entropy, includ-

ing black holes localized on the internal manifold [18] and multicenter solutions [19].

Within certain parameter ranges, these can have entropy greater than BTZ and thus

dominate the microcanonical ensemble. Before turning to these more exotic solutions

let us compare the spectrum and entropy of the BTZ black hole to our CFT results.

BTZ black holes have energies

EL,R =
π2c

6β2
L,R

, (4.7)

and entropy given by the Cardy formula

SBH(EL, ER) = SCardy(EL, ER) . (4.8)

They exist for all EL,R ≥ 0.

To compare to CFT, first consider the case of zero angular momentum EL = ER =

E/2. The black holes exist and have Cardy entropy for E ≥ 0, but in the CFT we only

derived the Cardy entropy for E > c
12

(see section 2). In fact this is perfectly consistent:

the black holes with 0 < E < c
12

are unstable in the canonical ensemble. These unstable

black holes eventually tunnel into the gas phase. Therefore within this range the black

holes are subleading saddlepoints, much like the subleading saddles in CFT discussed

in section 2.4. There we argued that, generically (assuming no delicate cancellations),

the subleading saddle in CFT gives a reliable contribution to the microscopic density

of states; this contribution corresponds exactly to the unstable black holes.

The situation at finite real angular potential is similar. In the regime where we

found a universal CFT entropy given by the Cardy formula, it agrees with the entropy

of rotating BTZ (4.8). Outside the universal regime, we derived an upper bound on

the CFT density of states which is satisfied by (4.8). Subleading saddlepoints in the

CFT with rotation were not discussed, but are easily seen to correspond to unstable

black holes with βLβR > 4π2.
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4.3 Enigmatic phases in the microcanonical ensemble

As mentioned above, there are known solutions in 3d gravity with entropy greater than

that of BTZ at the same energies,

Senigma(EL, ER) > SCardy(EL, ER) . (4.9)

The examples we will consider are the S2-localized black holes in [18] and the moulting

black holes in [19]. These are similar to the enigmatic phases discussed in [28, 29] so

we adopt this terminology.

We will see that the enigma saddlepoints fit nicely with our CFT results. They fall

in the intermediate range 0 ≤ EL,R ≤ c
24

, where we found that the CFT entropy is not

universal but obeys

SCardy(EL, ER) ≤ SCFT (EL, ER) ≤ cπ

6
+ 2π(EL + ER) . (4.10)

The upper bound holds universally, while the lower bound holds provided we assume

that subleading saddlepoints are not cancelled. The upper bound is simply the state-

ment that these states never dominate the canonical ensemble.

The relevant solutions in [18] are BPS solutions of M-theory compactified on S1×CY3.

In the decoupling limit, the 5d geometry is asymptotically an S2 fiber over AdS3. From

a higher-dimensional perspective the twisting of the fiber is proportional to angular

momentum; from the 3d gravity or dual CFT point of view, twisting corresponds to

SU(2)R charge. At high energies, the highest-entropy BPS solution with these asymp-

totics is an uncharged extremal BTZ×S2 with energies (EL, 0) and entropy given by

the Cardy formula. However there is another solution in which the black hole is local-

ized on the S2. This solution carries SU(2)R charge but can nonetheless dominate over

uncharged BTZ. (Multicenter localized black holes, including some with zero SU(2)R

charge, are also discussed in [18] but these have lower entropy.) The localized solution

exists for − c
24
< EL <

9c
128

and at the BTZ threshold EL = ER = 0 it has entropy

Senigma =
πc

18
√

3
. (4.11)

The scaling of (4.11) with c indicates that this solution has more entropy than BTZ in
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some range just above the threshold. The transition point is [18]

Ecrit
L ≈ 0.046

c

24
. (4.12)

Thus the microscopic entropy is greater than the Cardy formula for 0 < EL < Ecrit
L ,

and falls within our CFT bounds (4.10). As expected from CFT, the localized black

hole never dominates the canonical ensemble.

As a second example we turn to the two-center solution of IIB supergravity com-

pactified on T4 constructed in [19]. This solution, which is described as a BMPV black

hole surrounded by a supertube, has near horizon geometry AdS3 × S3 so our results

should apply. The entropy of the new solution (spectral flowed to the NS sector) is

S(EL) = 2π

(√
c

6
−
√
c

8
− EL

)√
EL +

c

24
, (4.13)

and it exists for − c
24
< EL <

c
24

. This dominates over the Cardy entropy in a small

window above EL = 0 up to the critical value

Ecrit
L ≈ 0.019

c

24
. (4.14)

Once again these states obey (4.10) and never dominate the canonical ensemble.

The gravity examples that we have considered here are supersymmetric, but our

CFT results suggest that entropy above the Cardy value at intermediate energies is

a generic feature of large c CFTs. Since we did not find a universal answer for SCFT

in this range, we cannot check the explicit formula for Senigma from CFT beyond

confirming that it obeys the bounds. Indeed, we expect that Senigma depends on the

specific microscopic theory, and in particular it may depend on the coupling constant.

5 Example: Symmetric orbifolds

So far our discussion has been general, as it applies to any unitary, modular invariant

CFT with large c and sparse low-lying spectrum. We now turn to a specific class of

examples, symmetric orbifold CFTs, to illustrate how these theories fit into our general

picture. Symmetric orbifold CFTs have been studied extensively in the context of the

D1-D5 system. They were used in the original computation of [1], and underlie many
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of the more recent successful precision tests of black hole microstate counting in string

theory summarized for example in [30, 31]. We will show that all symmetric orbifold

theories have the universal free energy (3.30), which of course implies that they satisfy

the constraints on the spectrum (3.32) and (3.31). In fact symmetric orbifolds saturate

the bound (3.31). This shows that in a sense they are most dense theories that are still

compatible with the universal free energy (3.30).

Starting with any ‘seed’ theory C, the symmetric orbifold CN/SN consists of N

copies of the original theory, orbifolded by the permutation group. If we take the seed

theory to be the sigma model with target space M4, where M4 = K3 or T 4, then the

symmetric orbifold CFT is holographically dual to IIB string theory on AdS3 × S3 ×
M4. The seed theory has central charge c1 = 6 and the orbifold has c = Nc1. The

orbifold theory itself is the weak coupling limit and does not have a good geometrical

description, but in principle we can turn on exactly marginal deformations in the CFT

to reach a point in moduli space with a semiclassical gravity description.

The spectrum of the D1-D5 CFT depends on the moduli, so the spectrum of the

symmetric orbifold need not match the spectrum of supergravity, while certain super-

symmetric quantities (such as the elliptic genus) are protected and can be successfully

matched on the two sides of the duality. Relatively little is known about the non-

supersymmetric features of the CFT at strong coupling, except what is fixed entirely

by symmetry or has been deduced from the gravity picture. On the other hand, the

results of sections 2 - 3 do not require supersymmetry, and apply to the D1-D5 CFT

in the gravity limit (if our assumptions about the light spectrum are satisfied) as well

as at the orbifold point.

In this section we will compute the density of states at the orbifold point, for

an arbitrary seed theory. We show that it satisfies our assumptions about the light

spectrum (1.10, 1.15), and confirm that the heavy spectrum is consistent with our

results. Symmetric orbifolds also saturate the upper bound (3.31) in the enigmatic

range 0 < E < c
12

, demonstrating that this bound is optimal.

Some of these results have previously been derived using the long string description

of the D1-D5 system, but the explicit orbifold CFT computation is instructive to make

precise exactly when the long string picture is reliable. The result in section 5.2 for

the spectrum of light states appears to be new.
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5.1 Partition function

The partition function of a symmetric orbifold is determined by the seed theory. Let

us choose a seed theory C and denote its partition function by

Z1 = Tr qL0− c124 q̄L0− c124 = q−c1/24q̄−c1/24
∑
h,h̄∈I

d1(h, h̄)qhq̄h̄ , (5.1)

where the sum is over a discrete spectrum I of conformal dimensions, h, h̄ ≥ 0. The

Euclidean notation is related to the Lorentzian notation in the rest of the paper via

q = e−βL , q̄ = e−βR (5.2)

i.e., q = e2πiτ , q̄ = e−2πiτ̄ , τ = iβL
2π
, τ̄ = − iβR

2π
. The partition function ZN of the

symmetric orbifold CN/SN ,

ZN = q−c1N/24q̄−c1N/24
∑
h,h̄

dN(h, h̄)qhq̄h̄ , (5.3)

is obtained as usual by projecting out states that are not invariant under permutations,

and introducing twisted sectors. In practice it can be extracted from its generating

function, for which a relatively simple expression exists [32, 33]:

Z ≡
∑
N≥0

pNZN =
∏
n>0

∏
h,h̄∈I

(1− pnq(h−c1/24)/nq̄(h̄−c1/24)/n)−d1(h,h̄)δ
(n)

h−h̄ . (5.4)

Here roughly speaking n corresponds to the length of the twisted sectors, and

δ
(n)

h−h̄ =

 1 : h− h̄ = 0 mod n

0 : else
(5.5)

projects out states of non-integer spin. In [32] this expression was used to show that

the free energy of large-N symmetric orbifolds has universal thermodynamic behavior

for τ in the upper half complex plane. In appendix C.1 we repeat this argument for

real angular potential to prove

logZN =
c

24
max (βL + βR, β

′
L + β′R) +O(1) , (5.6)
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for all βL,R > 0, where throughout this section c = c1N . This is somewhat stronger

than (3.20) derived in section 3.3, because it also applies in the sliver S.

5.2 Spectrum

Let us now discuss the spectrum of the theory. We established above that the free

energy satisfies (3.30), from which it follows that the bound (3.31) is satisfied. In

appendix C.2, we prove that this bound is actually saturated,

S(EL, ER) ∼ 4π

√
(EL +

c

24
)(ER +

c

24
) for ELER <

c2

576
. (5.7)

Together with (3.32) this fixes the spectrum of symmetric orbifold theories completely,

and shows that it is completely universal, i.e., depends only on the central charge. A

detailed derivation of (5.7) can be found in the appendix. The general idea is that we

are counting the excitations of N strings that can join into longer strings. Long strings

have Cardy entropy in the range (3.32). For a given (EL, ER), the entropy (5.7) comes

from the sector with M short strings and one long string (made of N −M short ones),

maximized over M ≤ N .

The entropy at energy E = EL + ER is dominated by EL,R = E/2, which gives

S(E) ∼ πc

6
+ 2πE (0 < E <

c

12
) . (5.8)

Thus the symmetric orbifold saturates our upper bound in (2.23) in the enigmatic

regime. Pure gravity, on the other hand, saturates the lower bound, while known

UV-complete theories of 3d gravity+matter appear to fall in between, as discussed

in section 4.3. This implies that going to strong coupling in CFT lifts some of the

enigmatic states (similar conclusions were reached in [18, 19]).
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A Density of states in the microcanonical ensemble

The exact density of states is a sum of delta functions, so to make equations like

ρ(E) ≈ eS(E) precise requires averaging over an interval. For this we introduce

nu,δ = Nstates(
c

12
u− δ < E <

c

12
u+ δ) , (A.1)

which counts the number of states in an interval around some energy. For the expo-

nential dependence, the distinction between number nu,δ and number density ρ is not

important. We will take u fixed and independent of c. The size of the interval δ on the

other hand needs to increase with c. Choosing the correct scaling with c is actually

crucial. It turns out that we need it to scale as δ ∼ cα with 1
2
< α < 1. With this

scaling we can show that

log nu,δ ≤
πc

6
(1 + u) +O(cα) : 0 < u < 1 (A.2)

log nu,δ =
πc
√
u

3
+O(cα) : u > 1 , (A.3)

that is, we show that (2.17) and (2.20) indeed hold microscopically. This already shows

why we needed to pick α < 1, since otherwise the density would obtain corrections of

order c or bigger. To prove (A.2) it will be useful to decompose the heavy spectrum H

into

H1 =
{
ε < E <

cu

12
− δ
}
, H2 =

{cu
12
− δ ≤ E <

cu

12
+ δ
}
, H3 =

{cu
12

+ δ ≤ E
}
.

(A.4)

Let us first construct the upper bound. For β < 2π we have

β′
c

12
= logZ(β) +O(1) = logZ[H] +O(1)

≥ logZ[H2] +O(1) ≥ log
(
nu,δe

−β( c
12
u+δ)

)
+O(1) (A.5)
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so that

log nu,δ ≤
π2c

3β
+ β(

c

12
u+ δ) +O(1) . (A.6)

We can optimize this bound by picking β = 2π/
√
u if u > 1, or β = 2π if u < 1. Using

δ = O(cα) it follows that

log nu,δ ≤
πc
√
u

3
+O(cα) (u > 1) , (A.7)

log nu,δ ≤
πc

6
(1 + u) +O(cα) (u < 1) . (A.8)

To derive (A.3), we must show that (A.7) is saturated. The idea is again to pick a

specific β so that the main contribution to Z[H] comes from the states at u. Setting

β = 2π/
√
u, we first want to show that

logZ[H] = logZ[H2] +O(1) . (A.9)

To this end we estimate

logZ[H3] ≤ πc

3
(
√
u+ 12δ/c− 1

2

u+ 12δ/c√
u

) +O(log c) =
πc
√
u

6
− 6πδ2

u3/2c
+ o(c2α−1) ,

(A.10)

where in the first equality we have used that the total sum differs from its maximal

summand only by a polynomial prefactor. Since the first subleading term comes with

a negative sign and grows as c2α−1, it follows from Z[H] = πc
√
u

6
+O(1) that

Z[H3]/Z[H]→ 0 . (A.11)

We can show a similar result for Z[H1]: Here we split H1 into H4 = {ε < E < 1} and

H5 =
{

1 < E < c
12
u− δ

}
. The contribution from H4 we can estimate using (A.8) as

logZ[H4] ≤ πc

6

√
u(1− (1− u−1/2)2) +O(log c) , (A.12)

and the contribution from from H5 using (A.7), which gives (A.10) but with −δ instead

of δ. Combining these three estimates, (A.9) follows, and then we can use

Z[H2] ≤ log nu,δe
− cπ

6
√
u

(u−12δ/c)
(A.13)
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to obtain the lower bound that leads to (A.3).

B Mixed temperature calculations

This appendix contains the details of the calculation discussed in section 3.3. We

assume βL > 2π > βR and βL ≥ β′R, which in particular implies βL + βR ≥ 4π. To

establish (3.18), we need to bound Z[H]. We decompose it into 4 terms

T1 = Z[
c

24
< EL,

c

24
< ER] (B.1)

T2 = Z[0 < EL <
c

24
,
c

24
< ER] (B.2)

T3 = Z[
c

24
< EL, 0 < ER <

c

24
] (B.3)

T4 = Z[0 < EL <
c

24
, 0 < ER <

c

24
] , (B.4)

and then apply the various bounds (3.10), (3.12) and (3.13). For T1 we use (3.10),

T1 .
∫ ∞

c
24

dEL

∫ ∞
c
24

dER exp

[
2π

√
c

6
EL + 2π

√
c

6
ER − βLEL − βRER

]
≈ exp

[ c
24

(4π − βL + β′R)
]
� exp

[ c
24

(βL + βR)
]
, (B.5)

the leading contribution coming from EL = c
24
, ER = π2c

6β2
R
> c

24
. The term T2 is in the

range where the bound (3.13) applies. Thus

T2 .
∫ ∞

c
24

dER

∫ c
24

0

dEL exp

[
πc

12
+ 2πEL + 2π

√
c

6
ER − βLEL − βRER

]
≈ eπc/12

∫ ∞
c
24

dER exp

[
2π

√
c

6
ER − βRER

]
≈ exp

[πc
12

+
c

24
β′R

]
. (B.6)
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The dominant term here comes from EL = 0, ER = π2c
6β2
R

. For T3 we apply the flipped

version of (3.13),

T3 .
∫ ∞

c
24

dEL

∫ c
24

0

dER exp

[
πc

12
+ 2πER + 2π

√
c

6
EL − βLEL − βRER

]
≈ e

c
24

(4π−βR)

∫ ∞
c
24

dEL exp

[
2π

√
c

6
EL − βLEL

]
≈ exp

[ c
24

(8π − βL − βR)
]
� exp

[ c
24

(βL + βR)
]
. (B.7)

Finally for T4 we use (3.12) to get

T4 .
∫ c

24

0

dER

∫ c
24

0

dEL exp
[πc

6
+ 2π(EL + ER)− βLEL − βRER

]
≈ exp

[πc
4
− c

24
βR

]
� T2 , (B.8)

where the dominant contribution comes from EL = 0 and ER = c
24

. In total we have

shown

Z[H] . exp
[πc

12
+

c

24
β′R

]
. (B.9)

C Symmetric orbifold calculations

C.1 Free energy

In this appendix we use (5.4) to derive the large-N phases of the symmetric orbifold at

real angular potential claimed in (5.6). The argument parallels the Euclidean discussion

in [32] so we will be brief. Suppose βL > β′R, so the first term in (5.6) dominates. Define

the remainder

RN = log
(
ZNe

− c
24

(βL+βR)
)
, (C.1)

which gives the contribution to the free energy of all the states other than the vacuum.

We will prove that this is a subleading contribution by showing that R∞ is finite.

Using (5.4), it is straightforward to derive (see [34] and in particular section 2.2.3 and

appendix A.2 of [32])

R∞ =
∑
n>0

∑
k>0

∑
h,h̄∈I

′ 1

k
d1(h, h̄)δ

(n)

h−h̄q
kh/n+k

c1
24

(n−1/n)q̄kh̄/n+k
c1
24

(n−1/n) (C.2)
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where the primed sum indicates that we skip the term with n = 1, h = h̄ = 0. Every

term is positive so in checking convergence we can ignore the delta and exchange sums

at will. The nth term for n > 1 is then simply

∑
k>0

1

k
exp

[
−c1kn

24
(βL + βR)

]
Z1

(
k

n
βL,

k

n
βR

)
. (C.3)

To proceed we will bound the seed partition function Z1 that appears in this expression

by

Z1(βL, βR) ≤ p(βL, βR)e
c1
24

(βL+βR)e
c1
12

(β′L+β′R) , (C.4)

where p(βL, βR) grows at most polynomially. To see this note that the standard Cardy

formula tells us that for all h and h̄

ρ(h+ h̄) ≤ Ne2π
√
c1(h+h̄)/3 (C.5)

for some constant N . (This follows from the fact that (C.5) holds asymptotically for

large h+ h̄, so we simply choose N large enough so that it holds everywhere.) It follows

that

Z1(βL, βR) = e
c1
24

(βL+βR)

∫
dhdh̄ρ(h, h̄)e−βLhe−βRh̄

≤ Ne
c1
24

(βL+βR)

∫
dhdh̄e2π

√
ch/3−βLhe2π

√
ch̄/3−βRh̄ ≤ p(βL, βR)e

c1
24

(βL+βR)e
c1
12

(β′L+β′R)

(C.6)

where we have used ρ(h, h̄) ≤ ρ(h + h̄). Plugging this into (C.3) we can bound the

exponential factors in the terms for k > 1, n > 1 by

e−
nkc1

24 (βL+βR− 1
n2 (βL+βR)− 2

k2 (β′L+β′R)) ≤ e−
nkc1

24 ( 3
4

(βL+βR)− 1
2

(β′L+β′R)) . (C.7)

Since by assumption βL + βR > β′L + β′R the double sum over k > 1, n > 1 converges.

The sum over n = 1, k > 1 converges since (C.2) excludes the vacuum for n = 1,

so that the exponent of the first factor in (C.4) is given by the lowest state of the

theory instead. The sum for k = 1, n > 1 converges because for n large enough we can

estimate

Z

(
βL
n
,
βR
n

)
= Z(nβ′L, nβ

′
R) ≤ Ke

nc1
24

(β′L+β′R) (C.8)
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where we can use the last inequality if n is large enough so that nβ′L, nβ
′
R > 2π.

Convergence then follows from βL + βR > β′L + β′R. It follows that when βL > β′R,

the free energy is indeed given only by the vacuum contribution c
24

(βL + βR), and by

modular invariance we obtain (5.6).

C.2 Spectrum

We now derive the low-energy density of states (5.7). We have already argued that

this is an upper bound, so the strategy is to find a contribution saturating this bound.

For this we will use the fact that the generating function (5.4) can be reorganized as

[33, 35]

Z = exp

(∑
L>0

pL

L
TLZ1

)
, (C.9)

where TL is the (unnormalized) Hecke operator. The definition of TL can be found

in [32], but for our purposes we just need one basic fact: If Z1 is a modular-invariant

partition function with positive coefficients d1(h, h̄) > 0, then TLZ1 is also modular

invariant, and can be expanded as

TLZ1 = q−c1L/24q̄−c1L/24
∑
h,h̄

dTL(h, h̄)qhq̄h̄ (C.10)

with non-negative weights h, h̄ ≥ 0 and positive coefficients dTL > 0.

To leading order at large N , the degeneracy of states in the symmetric orbifold dN

can be extracted from (C.9) by a minor extension of the argument in section 2.2.1 of

[32]. Let

p̃ = p(qq̄)−c1/24 . (C.11)

Separating the contribution from the ground states in each sector,

Z = exp

∑
L>0

p̃L

L
+
∑
L>0

p̃L

L

∑
h,h̄>0

dTL(h, h̄)qhq̄h̄

 (C.12)

=

(∑
K≥0

p̃K

)1 +
∑
L>0

p̃L

L

∑
h,h̄>0

dTL(h, h̄)qhq̄h̄ + · · ·

 . (C.13)

The corrections indicated by dots come with positive coefficients, so if we ignore the
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corrections then the coefficient of p̃N gives a lower bound on the orbifold degeneracy:

dN(h, h̄) ≥
N∑
L=1

1

L
dTL(h, h̄) . (C.14)

In the effective string language, this equation has a simple interpretation. We are

counting the degeneracy at level (h, h̄) of N strings that are allowed to join into longer

strings. The Lth term in (C.14) is the degeneracy in the sector with one long string

and N − L short strings.

Suppose for a moment that the Cardy formula applies to TLZ1, so4

dTL(h, h̄) ≈ exp

[
2π

√
c1L

6
(h− c1L

24
) + 2π

√
c1L

6
(h̄− c1L

24
)

]
. (C.15)

The maximum in (C.14) occurs at

L =
24hh̄

c1(h+ h̄)
, (C.16)

which as long as L ≤ N would give

dN(h, h̄) & exp
[
4π
√
hh̄
]

for
hh̄

h+ h̄
≤ c

24
. (C.17)

To confirm that the argument given is reliable, we must show that the Cardy behavior

(C.15) holds for (C.16). Note that

dTL(h, h̄) ≤ LdL(h, h̄) , (C.18)

i.e., to leading order the Lth Hecke transform does not have more states than the Lth

symmetric orbifold. It is thus straightforward to show using (5.6) that it too has the

universal free energy behavior

log TLZ1 ∼
c1L

24
max (βL + βR, β

′
L + β′R) (C.19)

4The Cardy formula applies to the density of states, not necessarily to the degeneracy at a particular
level. To be precise, in these expressions we should average dN and dTL

over a range (h± δ, h̄± δ) as
in appendix A. We will not write this explicitly but it does not change the final answer.
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as L→∞. Thus the Cardy formula (C.15) applies when ELER > (c1L)2/576, i.e.,

hh̄

h+ h̄
≥ c1L

24
. (C.20)

The choice (C.16) falls at the edge of this range, so the bound (C.17) is indeed valid.

Translating to energies EL = h− c
24

, ER = h̄− c
24

, (C.17) implies that (3.31) is saturated,

which implies (5.7). Finally if L > N , then dTN provides the optimal bound,

dN(h, h̄) & exp

[
2π

√
c

6
(h− c

24
) + 2π

√
c

6
(h̄− c

24
)

]
for

hh̄

h+ h̄
>

c

24
. (C.21)

This is identical to the result we derived from the free energy (3.32).
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